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ABSTRACT

Chin surgeries are a very common procedure with the rise in need for appealing esthetics. Genioplasties as with other surgeries mainly depend on accurate copying of the presurgical planning. The aim of this study was to assess the accuracy of chin positioning using patient specific osteotomy/screw hole locating surgical guides in genioplasties. Ten patients with chin deformities/dentofacial non-syndromic deformities were included. The chins were repositioned using osteotomy/screw holes locating and plate locating surgical guides with pre-bent plates. The accuracy of the chin segment fixation was determined by comparing the virtual planned and the postoperative CT scans. All our cases showed accurate radiographic and clinical chin position as compared to the planning with a mean deviation of 0.046 ± 0.03 mm which is lower than the reported accepted clinical deviation (1mm). The surgical osteotomy/screw-hole locating guide, plate/chin segment locating guide and pre-bent plates presented in this study allowed for accurate chin positioning surgeries and better esthetic results.

INTRODUCTION

Facial esthetics and symmetry has gained more public interest lately. The chin is a cornerstone for facial prominence and overall appearance which has led to the introduction of a multitude of chin bone surgeries [1-2]. The localization of the osteotomies and fixing armamentarium is of utmost importance to ensure proper post-operative esthetics and acceptable appearance [3-4]. Surgical planning for genioplasties is therefore a major reason for the success of genioplasties [5]. With the rapid evolution of computer guidance and 3D printing technologies, their application in genioplasties and other orthognathic surgeries has shown excellent results. Surgeons have been able to plan and assess genioplasties and discuss them with the patients [5]. Patient specific surgical guides for the osteotomies have been reported and showed positive results allowing for predictable results [6]. The printing of surgical guides has been proposed and proven successful, improving the accuracy and positioning of the fixation device [7]. The guides are fabricated in a polymer material that is quite cheap, affordable and easily printed using FDM technology.
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These guides are set in place using screws to guide the osteotome saws in the predetermined position for accurate bone cutting [8].

On the other hand, the accurate placement of the final fixation device has not been vastly proposed. The use of patient specific guides for the placement / positioning of the final fixation device and fixation screws should further improve esthetic results of genioplasties. The aim of this study is to propose the use of 3D printed surgical guides for chin osteotomies and final screw hole positioning for segment fixation.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

This is a prospective study conducted on 10 patients recruited at the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Faculty of dentistry, Cairo University. Recruited patients were non-syndromic with dentofacial deformity requiring chin surgery. Patients with previous jaw surgery, craniofacial anomalies, temporomandibular joint dysfunction or medical conditions contraindicating surgical procedures/anesthesia were excluded from the study.

All enrolled patients were subjected to bimaxillary orthognathic surgeries with primary or secondary genioplasty. Genioplasty was performed in all cases using patient specific osteotomy/plates locating surgical guides and pre-bent titanium mini-plates based on preoperative virtual planning and simulation.

Preoperative preparation and virtual planning

The included patients went through leveling, alignment and dental decompensation preoperatively. Once the presurgical orthodontic phase was done, CT scans were ordered in the natural head position on a multi-slice helical CT machine”. The DICOM files were then imported to the surgical simulation software Mimics”. The virtual 3D models were then calculated and used to confirm eligibility to this study.

Presurgical steps

The patient’s plaster dental casts were then scanned and imported to the surgical planning software. The digital casts in pre and speculated post-operative positions were registered over the dental arches of the virtual 3D model to fabricate a dentate skull model. These steps were followed for all 10 patients included in this study.

After virtual surgeries, the corrected mandibular STL files were sent to an additive CAM machine *** to be printed by FDM technology in white polyamide material****. Using this corrected mandibular model; a 2.0 mm X shaped titanium miniplate was adapted for guided patient-specific intraoperative fixation. The adapted miniplate placed on the corrected model were then scanned again and imported to specify the screw-hole locations (Figures 1 A, B).

Surgical osteotomy/screw-locating guides, and plate/chin segment-locating guide were also fabricated according to the corrected mandibular virtual model, then printed in white polyamide as above (Figure 2).

Surgical steps

The chin was exposed intraoperatively with a genioplasty incision. The locating surgical guides for the osteotomies and plate location were fixed in place using 2.0-mm screws (Figures 3 A& B). The osteotomies were performed using a reciprocating saw alongside the surgical guide (figure 4) and the chin was mobilized, repositioned and fixed using the adapted X-shaped miniplates (figure 5).
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Fig. (1): Showing scanned model of the corrected chin with the adapted plate

Fig. (2): Plate guide designed according to adapted plate and ready for printing

Fig. (3): Patient specific guides fixed in place; A: osteotomy/screw-hole locating guide, B: plate/chin-segment locating surgical guide.

Fig. (4): Osteotomy cuts made and screw-hole located according to the printed guides
Outcomes

One week after surgery, CT scans were reordered with the same specs as the preoperative one to assess accuracy of the virtual surgical plan. Linear and angular deviations were measured on bony reference points after the postoperative model was registered onto the planned model and saved for statistical analysis. The references used were the Frankfurt Horizontal Plane (FHP), Midsagittal Plane (MSP), Coronal Plane (CP), Menton (Me), Pogonion (Po), Point B (B) and the mandibular plane (Ma) for linear and angular deviation measurements. The operative time was also calculated from incision till suturing in all cases. Radiographic measurements were evaluated by 2 assessors and the mean of these readings was used for statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis

Categorical data were presented as frequencies (n) and percentages (%) and were analyzed using Fisher’s exact test. Numerical data was explored for normality by checking the data distribution, calculating the mean and median values, and using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests. Data showed parametric distribution so; they were represented by mean and standard deviation (SD) values. Statistical analysis was performed with R statistical analysis software version 4.0.3 for Windows’

RESULTS

This study was conducted on ten patients (3 males and 7 females) with the mean age of 22 ± 4.67 years of age. Surgical genioplasty was carried out on all patients. All cases were uneventful with normal blood loss and an average surgical operative time of 63 ± 15.5 minutes. The mental nerve remained unaffected in all cases. The preoperative virtual planning in four cases showed vertically elongated chin necessitating reduction genioplasty, while five cases required advancement and one case required double sliding genioplasty. In nine of our cases the genioplasty was performed in conjunction with bi-maxillary surgical intervention and only one of our cases was a secondary corrective procedure after bi-maxillary surgical intervention. The follow up of all cases was uneventful; normal healing with no wound dehiscence, no plate exposure, no infection, edema resolved in all cases occurred within 2 weeks.

The corrected chin in all cases showed accurate clinical and radiographic position regarding linear and angular deviations at all analyzed bony reference points and planes three dimensionally (table 1).

Superimposition of postoperative chin over the preoperatively designed plate locating guide showed accurate plate position in all cases (Figure 6).
DISCUSSION

Orthognathic surgery and the improvement of facial esthetics has greatly evolved in the past decade. Chin surgeries (genioplasties) have benefited a lot from the improvement of Computer aided surgery and 3D printing technologies. As with most other orthognathic surgeries; genioplasties have a high risk of poor postoperative results due to inaccuracies and improper chin positioning when compared to free hand surgery \(^{[9-12]}\). CAD CAM generated devices remain the accurate and more convenient solution for mandibular surgeries in general \(^{[13-15]}\). The specific use of surgical osteotomy guides in genioplasties has been reported with results supporting its use and advantages over conventional free-hand surgery \(^{[16-18]}\). The surgical guides reported in literature were used to ensure proper localization...
of the osteotomy cuts, be that using tooth &/or bone supporting guides\(^{[7,19]}\).

The guides presented in our current study are bone-supported and together with the pre-bent plates guaranteed the ideal preplanned positioning of the chin segments and the location of the fixation plates. The Plate/chin segment-locating guide we assessed is quite a novel technique that allows the accurate placement of the prebent plate onto the improved chin position \(^{[3]}\).

Intraoperatively, although the guides used were properly utilized, double checking of location and the positioning of the final fixation plates was ensured. In none of our cases were there discrepancies between the planned positioning and the intraoperative location and all the guides and prebent plates were easily placed and fixed in position according to the preplanned screw hole locations. The guides fabricated in our study were designed with a wide bone-supported surface to enable better adaptation intraoperatively. Moreover, reference slots were designed to ensure accurate positioning of the chin osteotomy cuts. The protocol used in our study ensured triple checking of the plate fixation onto the relocated chin segment by the screw hole location, prebent design adaptation and plate/ chin segment guidance. A similar idea was reported in literature for mandibular orthognathic surgery (BSSO) and the results were promising \(^{[14]}\). The third added plate/chin segment guide we introduce was used to ensure proper placing of the plate into its correct position overcoming the anatomic difficulties that may be faced to set the plate in place due to the chin segments. This guide prevented the sliding and rotation of the plate as it fixes the plate onto the target position which allowed for further accuracy of delivery of the virtual planning along with the osteotomy and screw-hole locating guides.

The location of the X-shaped plates was assessed by superimposing the postoperative CT images onto the virtual planning to identify the deviation. A mean deviation of 0.03 to 0.07 mm we noted in our study seems very acceptable clinically and proves that the surgical guides improvised in our study may be considered a method of improving clinical results of genioplasties. The postoperative assessment was based on surface-based registration of the pre- and post-operative CTs as reported earlier \(^{[20]}\). This technique was proven to be as accurate as voxel-based registration and surface-based registration methods.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The surgical osteotomy/screw-hole guide and plate/chin segment locating guide and pre-bent plates presented in this study allowed for accurate chin positioning surgeries and patient-satisfaction with the esthetic results as a result of that. These techniques proved especially helpful for less experienced surgeons.
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